
 

Oregon City: Willamette Falls 
Shared Use Path 

Oregon City/TriMet/ODOT: 
I-205 Interchange area transit, 

safety & congestion improvements 

Gladstone: Trolley Trail 
Bridge over Clackamas River 

Gladstone/ODOT: 
Safety improvements at 

Arlington St 

Milwaukie/ODOT: 
Removal of Kellogg Creek dam 

& reconstruction of bridge 

TriMet/ODOT: 
 Transit improvements, Business 
Access Transit (BAT) lane, transit 

signal priority 

Clackamas Co/ODOT: 
Bicycle & Pedestrian improvements 

on major cross street 

Clackamas County: 
Oak Grove – Lake Oswego 
Bicycle / Pedestrian Bridge 

(feasibility study in process) 

T2020 Corridor: McLoughlin/OR99E 
Local Projects needed in Corridor 

 

VISION: The backbone of Safe, Reliable, Frequent and Convenient multi-modal access, 
supporting the communities of Milwaukie, Oak Grove, Jennings Lodge, Gladstone and 
Oregon City 

Milwaukie ‐ Enhanced transit service, establishing safe crossings for people who walk and 
bike, improved intersection functionality and safety investments are needed to help all 
users of 99E equitably access transportation services.   

Clackamas County ‐ Enhanced Transit Concept improvements will allow transit to move 
faster. Improvements to bicycle and pedestrian access and improved crossings are critical.  
The addition of two floors on the Park Avenue parking garage will complete the original 
concept. 

Oregon City ‐ Multi‐modal improvements in the Oregon City Regional Center, support the 
growth of Downtown Oregon City, and connects users to the Willamette Falls Legacy 
Project (WFLP) and Riverwalk, as well as the Cove Development 

SE Courtney Ave 

Clackamas County: 
Park Avenue Light Rail Station 

Parking Garage Expansion 



PILOT PROGRAM
R E G I O N A LMCLOUGHLIN BLVD. TRANSIT CORRIDOR

Downtown Milwaukie to Clackamas Community College

McLoughlin Boulevard connects downtown 
Milwaukie to Oregon City and Clackamas 
Community College. It is primarily served by 
Lines 33 and 99.

Project: Spot improvements at locations with 
high transit delay, and implementation of 
planned BAT lane.

Project length: 6 Miles

Roadway ownership: ODOT

Project cost: $61 Million

M
cLoughlin Blvd

Washington
County

Multnomah
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Clackamas
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Clark
County

§̈5

§̈205

§̈84

5,970 people
travel by transit 

through the corridor 
each day

Every day, passengers 
experience a 

combined

320 hours 
of delay

64% of jobs 
along Line 33 are low 

to moderate wage 
jobs, compared to 53% 

in the Metro region

Line 33 connects 
to important 

healthcare, 
education, and 
social services 

Challenges
• 4 locations are 

responsible for 19% of 
delay:
Courtney, Oak Grove, 
Concord, Roethe

• Narrow bike facilities in 
several locations

• Long distances 
between pedestrian 
crossings; several 
crossing islands with no 
protection or marked 
crosswalks

• Approximately 1 in 4 
southbound trips on Line 
33 are late in the PM 
peak

Potential Solutions
• Provide transit priority 

at high-delay locations

• Route bicyclists 
behind bus stations 
southbound where right 
turn movements are low

• Vertical separation 
between bicyclists and 
queue bypass

• Provide transit priority 
southobund from 
Jennings to Arlington

• Transit Signal Priority at 
all signals 

• Signalize existing 
midblock crossings 
at Lark, Risley, and 
between Concord and 
Vineyard

• Coordinate signals in 
downtown Milwaukie 
and Oregon City to 
speed transit

• New signal at existing 
left turn lane into 
Oregon City Transit 
Center

• Stop consolidation to 
reduce travel time

Benefi ts
• Reduces travel time by 

an average of 15%

• Saves passengers a 
combined 49 hours of 
delay each day 

• Makes existing 
pedestrian midblock 
crossings safer with 
signalization

• Sets up rubber-tire 
extension of Orange 
Line to Oregon City

Risks
• May require spot right-

of-way acquisition

• Includes non-ODOT 
standard lane widths
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MCLOUGHLIN BLVD. TRANSIT CORRIDOR
Downtown Milwaukie to Oregon City and Clackamas 
Community College
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Opportunities:
• Restripe McLoughlin for a southbound  
 BAT lane (bus plus right turn) to   
 increase bus speed and reliability.
Challenges:
• Requires using lane widths that are  
 narrower than current standard.

Jennings to River/Arlington

Opportunities:
• Provide transit priority at these congested  
 locations.
Challenges:
• Requires using lane widths that are   
 narrower than current standard.

Courtney, Oak Grove, Concord, 
and Roethe

Corridor-Wide:
1.  Construct stop improvements
2.  Install transit signal priority
3.  Improve pedestrian crossings
     for safer access to transit
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How 
respondents 

experience SE 
McLoughlin 

Blvd.

Travel by car
52%

Work/adend school nearby
8%

Live nearby
15%

Walk
6%

Travel by bike
8%

Travel by bus/train
11%

SE McLoughlin Boulevard 
COMMENTS FOR DECISION MAKERS  

This corridor gained generally posiAve reviews from those traveling in personal vehicles, with many 
commenAng that the current state is adequate and is a “workhorse of a road.” Respondents suggested 
that signal Aming could be improved, especially with side streets and crossings, and highlighted that 
pedestrian and bicycle access felt limited and showed strong support for expanding mulA-modal 
transportaAon opAons, especially to Oregon City. Excess vehicle speeds are observed by many who 

traveled within this corridor and were oOen referenced as a contribuAng factor in the corridor feeling 
‘unsafe’.  

Connec'vity and Infrastructure 

• “An overpass at Reedway would help access to and through this corridor where there is 
currently a large gap heading east-west. Lots of potenAal for housing development and density 
near the Orange line.” 

• ‘Generally, moves well during the hours I use it frustrated when signals are not coordinated 
with cross streets.” 

• “Not bad to drive on. I won't bike here (too many driveways). Usually my preferred way in/out 
of outer SE.” 

• “This is probably the best part of my commute honestly, when I'm driving. If the Park and Ride 
at Park and McLaughlin Blvd and at McLoughlin and Tacoma were about 3 to 5 Ames larger 
than they are now, more of us would ride the Max into downtown rather than fight with 
parking. As it is now, there is nowhere on the South East side to park and ride other than 
parking in someone's neighborhood and hiking to the nearest Max stop. These lots are 
rouAnely full before 7:30am daily, along with the next-door Lodge parking lot.” 
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Transit, Cyclists and Pedestrians 

• “Between Milwaukie and the Willamede River, the built environment, including the zoning, 
site design, and streetscape have resulted in uncomfortable and unadracAve pedestrian and 
bike access. The frequent bus has been successful along the corridor. The streetscape in 
Oregon City has provided beder pedestrian and bike condiAons. Regarding cars, the traffic 
tends to flow fairly well.” 

• “Create safer faciliAes for walking and biking. Promote mass transit along this corridor, extend 
Orange line to Oregon City.” 

• “It would be amazing to be able to bike or walk in this corridor, but right now that is absolutely 
out of the quesAon- it is only safe for cars and public transit.” 

• “Needs bicycle infrastructure - currently a death-trap for cyclists.” 

• “99E is *such* a massive barrier to the neighborhoods it bisects. Biking and walking crossings 
and perilous and few. We should be talking about slowing it down so that we can provide more 
crossings, neighborhood connecAvity and light rail access. This is another road Portland needs 
to take from ODOT, aOer Powell and 82nd.” 

Safety 

• “A person risks their life crossing this street. Traffic goes too fast, too many lanes, poor traffic 
control.” 

• “A death sentence for anyone not in a car. Difficult to access the park in Sellwood from the east 
side.” 

• “This is an incredibly unsafe corridor for pedestrians and cyclists. Improvements including 
protected bikeways, signal Aming and speed reducAons are needed.” 

Speed 

• “People drive fast on this road. That is fine as long as it is built for that.” 

• “The motor speedway of the SE metro area.” 

• “Cars go really fast here. There is one part of this that you have to cross/bike on briefly to 
connect to Sellwood. The N/S greenway has improved to make that safer, but it is sAll predy 
tricky.” 

Conges'on and Traffic 

•  “I have noAced an increase in traffic on this road, parAcularly southbound as it approaches the 
205 freeway.” 

• “Just a loaded street - - someAmes I have to come home from NE Portland 4:30-5:30 and it's so 
loaded up, starAng just before the overpass of 99E.”



SE McLOUGHLIN BOULEVARD: ALL COMMENTS

Connec'vity, infrastructure 

1. 205 exchange needs more work, fewer lights/leO turns

2. 205 exchange needs more work, fewer lights/leO turns

3. 99E is a horrible scar across the community. It should be narrowed. There should be more 
crossings of it in the Westmoreland Park area, and that stupid golf course next to it should 
become either a low-cost housing development or actual parkland. Public golf courses are a 
disgusAng waste of space.

4. Access to the river from Brooklyn.

5. Adequate

6. All need improvement whether street light Aming, widening or beder surfaces

7. An overpass at Reedway would help access to and through this corridor where there is 
currently a large gap heading east-west. Lots of potenAal for housing development and density 
near the Orange line.

8. Busy but surprisingly not too bad.

9. Can be good, can be bad. There is no consistency here so I only take it if I have no other choice.

10. City of Milwaukie proper bogs down travel on McLoughlin. Not sure what would improve the 
travel. I prefer River Road or Oanield to avoid many Ames.

11. ConnecAng the Springwater Corridor to The Trolley Trail from Harrison to the Max at Tacoma 
would be beneficial.

12. Consider changing signal Aming at the southbound offramp at Holgate. Always feels too short, 
especially with all the heavy truck traffic, and results in mulAple light cycles elapsing. Also back 
up into through traffic.

13. Coordinated traffic signals, safety improvements and increased flow

14. Could this be put in a tunnel underground between SE 17th and Hawthorne?

15. decrease SOV mode split

16. Difficult to navigate during high traffic Ames

17. Dido

18. Dont't spend money expanding this highway. It's destroying communiAes and the environment

19. Fairly chaiAc, difficult to make leO turns

20. Fairly good travel Ame.

21. generally moves well during the hours I use it frustrated when signals are not co-ordenated 
with cross streets

22. Generally unpleasant experience - tends to be an eyesore and void of real 'desAnaAons'; don't 
really want to hang out here; a means to an end.

23. good

24. Good enough.
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25. Great cost effecAve water taxi corridor

26. I come on the McLaughlin from SE 17th and from Holgate. It's seems like the lights on there 
are too long.

27. I drive along here only on weekday evenings when I need to drive to central eastside and so 
will avoid I-5 and crossing at Ross Island or Hawthorne or Morrison by going US 99E from 
Woodburn north through Oregon City to get on I-205 north.

28. Idk how to fix this road. It sucks to exist near.

29. Improved connecAon between hwy 26 and McLoughlin Blvd. are needed to avoid the street 
maze needed to follow to access Milwaukie from Washington County.

30. is this sustainable? What is the future budget to support this?

31. It works.

32. It's okay right now

33. It’s fine

34. Jams through Moreland and the transiAon to SE Grand

35. keep it moving

36. Live near here, work near here. Inhospitable to anything but SOV

37. McLoughlin Blvd. seems to be predy good - only congested during peak use Ames. This 
corridor needs to be maintained to keep traffic moving opAmally.

38. McLoughlin has been a main road in the SE area for decades. I think it's probably one of the 
best managed.

39. Metro should decide if this is a street or a highway. There are too many neighborhood street 
connecAons between Powell and Tacoma and the lights back up significantly. I would suggest 
blocking off neighborhood access from this busy highway and improving the intersecAons at 
holgate & 17th with overpasses. Lengthening/adding auxilary lanes near bybee and Tacoma 
would also help people to slow down more easily when transiAoning off the highway.

40. More lanes and trucks right lane only

41. More lanes.

42. more leO turns

43. Need more and safer crossings, transit only lanes

44. Need to manage this beder near Ross Island bridge.

45. Needs fewer cars.

46. Needs fewer, narrower car lanes to make room for a Max orange line extension to Oregon City. 
Replace leO turn on yellow arrow with only Green arrow. Replace mid-blok leO turns with u-
turn at lights followed by right turn to desAnaAon.

47. Needs more capacity Brooklyn railroad yards to Tacoma. Eliminate Milport crossing.

48. needs more lanes and less cross streets

49. No vehicle improvements needed
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50. Normally always congested in am and PM when travelers are geung to and from work. It is 
impossible go get a parking space at the max staAon on 99e aOer 7am. Did not build sufficient 
parking for the day users.

51. Not as bad as others

52. Not bad to drive on. I won't bike here (too many driveways). Usually my preferred way in/out 
of outer SE.

53. Not mulA use enough

54. OK as is

55. ok as is

56. only for cars really...not friendly...

57. Orange Line and new bike infrastructure is amazing. So why do I see so many people driving in 
their cars, alone, on it as bikes and trains whiz past them?

58. Ped/ Bikeways/ access to river... i.e. improving E-W connecAons. Slowing traffic and improving 
bus line is key.

59. Reasonable most of the Ame.

60. REEDWAY OVERPASS NOW

61. Remove a travel lane in each direcAon. South of Milwaukie, run MAX all the way to Oregon 
City. Everything on either side needs to be blown up--it's another 82nd. PERFECT opportunity 
for another new, vital, walkable neighborhood, replace ALL the parking lots, used car dealers, 
and strip malls. Newsflash, it's not 1973 anymore.

62. Repaving needed. Moreland area should be six lanes instead of four.

63. SE Park Ave max staAon - no good legal way to turn car around aOer dropping someone off. 
Choices seem to be illegal uturn or weaving through parking structure

64. SecAon between Clackamas River and I-205 southbound does not have enough leO turn 
capacity to service the two I-205 ramps and the Oregon City Shopping Center. LeO turn traffic 
stacks up into Gladstone, someAmes as far as Jennings Street.

65. see above

66. Seems fine

67. Seems fine to me

68. should have fewer lanes and/or beder intersecAons with surface streets, easier crossings for 
people on foot or bike

69. Similar to Airport Way in terms of vehicle only/predictability, but with many more entry-exit 
opportuniAes.

70. SomeAmes this is the best choice when freeways are busy. It gets messy in Oregon City where 
people go and come from 205

71. Super!

72. Sync the lights please
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73. Terrifying to walk near. It's an ugly scar on the neighborhood. Some way to beder integrate 
transit / protected bike lanes / an Orange line extension(!) would bring this dead space back to 
life.

74. The biggest problem here is land use--huge parking lots, outdated shopping centers and 
parking lots. Needs an integrated plan for redevelopment, improving bike, pedestrian and bus 
infrastructure. This is a huge opportunity to manage growth.

75. There is not a lot to say. This Blvd. is rarely congested, has plenty of shade, lights Amed nicely.

76. This corridor needs more car lanes

77. This is a freeway running through residenAal areas. The signal Aming benefits those on 99E -- 
oOen I need to wait up to 10 minutes to cross at SE 17th. Ridiculous

78. This is a major route of travel during commuAng hours. Its predy good right now, but Portland 
is growing and I expect its only going to get worse. Would be good to get thinking of 
improvements before it becomes a suck-fest

79. This is probably the best part of my commute honestly, when I'm driving. If the Park and Ride 
at Park and McLaughlin Blvd and at McLoughlin and Tacoma were about 3 to 5 Ames larger 
than they are now, more of us would ride the Max into downtown rather than fight with 
parking. As it is now, there is nowhere on the South East side to park and ride other than 
parking in someone's neighborhood and hiking to the nearest Max stop. These lots are 
rouAnely full before 7:30am daily, along with the next door Lodge parking lot.

80. This was actually a fine commute (gladstone drove to Park Place at the Elks lodge) but already 
there is need for more parking/park and ride parking garages along the Orange Line so we can 
alleviate pressure on the city center.

81. Time lights beder

82. Too many lights, roads in bad shape

83. too many no turns

84. Too many people but a decent workhorse of a road.

85. Under capacity for the needs.

86. Way too many used card dealerships...

87. We are older and there are many retail places we shop at because there is great access from 
McLoughlin

88. We’ve been working on this corridors for years-overlay zoning will help & planning for a 
streetcar or Max extension/link to Willamede falls legacy project will facilitate tourists, visitors 
& development....there’s lots of potenAal along this wide corridor w commercial nodules in 
the future

89. What a miserable road. Reduce the number of lanes, build beder bike, bus, and pedestrian 
infrastructure, and encourage street-front buildings. Extend the Orange line to Oregon City.

90. Would love to see this become a real freeway    

Bus/bike/pedestrian        

91. Add more crosswalks, bike lanes and tree and shrubbery planAng
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92. Awesome to have an Orange night bus. Bus improve feeder buses to Orange MAX … transfers 
at most staAons are pointless because the serve the same route.

93. Barriers to protect bike lanes and pedestrians from Clackamas county drivers

94. Between Milwaukie and the Willamede River, the built environment, including the zoning, site 
design, and streetscape have resulted in uncomfortable and unadracAve pedestrian and bike 
access. The frequent bus has been successful along the corridor. The streetscape in Oregon 
City has provided beder pedestrian and bike condiAons. Regarding cars, the traffic tends to 
flow fairly well.

95. Blood Alley for pedestrians and bicyclists. Center refuge lane should have restricted access and 
be landscaped in Clackamas County. Light Rail or bus rapid transit needed between Milwaukie 
and Oregon City. Orange Line MAX needs beder transit connecAons and more parking. Viaduct 
south of Ross Island Bridge at end of life and due for replacement. New structure should 
provide connecAons between Brooklyn Neighborhood and the Willamede River.

96. Cars move fast. Too few safe crossings. No auditory walk signal accompany lights to aid the 
blind in safe crossing.

97. Congested and not a corridor you can walk comfortably

98. Create safer faciliAes for walking and biking. Promote mass transit along this corridor, extend 
Orange line to Oregon City.

99. Crossing McLoughlin is terrible, everywhere.

100. Dangerous by bike

101. Density should be increased along this corridor to make it more walkable.

102. Drive considered biking but would probably stay in sidewlalk with bike

103. Driving ranges from smooth to aggressive like 82nd. Bike lanes are a fail. With the wide lanes 
drivers go excessive speeds and then have near-misses when lights turn red. Took tweens on a 
weekend bike ride, intending to go downtown, and deeply regreded. 2 near misses in 2 
consecuAve light changes while deciding whether to turn back or keep going. Turned back and 
never adempted that bike route again.

104. Expansion of orange line along McLoughlin Blvd to the Willamede Falls historical site. There's 
not adequate sidewalks or bike lanes. ExisAng bike lanes are too small to safely ride. Majority 
of bike riding occurs on sidewalk. Add protected bike lanes. Add sidewalks. Build bus bump 
outs, instead of cut outs.

105. Ferociously not walkable

106. Hooray for the new Max! why doesn't it go to Oregon City again?

107. I don't enjoy using this street for any mode other than the train that runs adjacent to it.

108. I enjoy living in Oak Grove, but there is great potenAal for McLoughlin to be so much more 
than it presently is. I very occasionally walk McLoughlin from around Vineyard to north of 
Concord to do some shopping with my nieces and it's not a very pleasant walk. It's unadracAve 
and not the safest place because of so many cars and parking lot entrances.
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109. I live and work (CCC's Oregon City campus) a few miles south of Downtown Oregon City. I also 
have meeAngs in Downtown Oregon City and ride TriMet to Portland along this corridor. While 
I ride TriMet, bike and walk in this corridor, I do not feel safe walking to transit, biking and 
walking. The corridor feels focused on private automobile needs. Please make this corridor 
safer for driving, riding transit, biking, and walking.

110. I need more oOen transit service.

111. I would bike more with more protected lanes

112. I would like an alternaAve to driving such as a train.

113. I'm always surprised how quickly I can catch a bus up and down McLoughlin. Orange Line has 
been wonderful. Wish it went further into Milwaukie but it's sAll great.

114. Improve and focus on all NON-car modes of transit. Create a built environment that actually 
keeps non -car users safe and comfortable.

115. it has bike lanes, unlike 82nd which I also use frequently. But these are inadequit. Protected 
bike lanes need to be a part of any project on the corridor. Also the Orange line should be 
extended to OC, the street is plenty wide.

116. It would be amazing to be able to bike or walk in this corridor, but right now that is absolutely 
out of the quesAon- it is only safe for cars and public transit.

117. Leaders should extend max further south toward Oregon City

118. Max needs to extend further south

119. Max Orange line should be made more frequent and extended to Oregon City.

120. MAX should be extend to Oregon City.

121. McLoughlin has strangled my neighborhood (north Westmoreland). There's no safe way to 
cross it on foot or bike. Although I live less than a mile from the Reed neighborhood, I have to 
travel 2 miles to get there. Similarly, I'm two blocks from the Orange Line tracks, but have to 
walk 3/4 mile across McLoughlin and Holgate, or a mile on quieter streets to Bybee, so it's not 
a pracAcal transportaAon opAon.

122. More center islands for pedestrians

123. More emphasis on mass transit opAons

124. My parents and brother live right off this corridor. Trolley trail crosses but not a great crossing. 
Bike/Peds have trouble crossing. Similar to 82nd patchwork upgrades are not working well. 
Need to also upgrade bike/ped faciliAes in the area, not just on roadway. Oanield N-S trail. The 
key is not just o reduce volume or increase capacity- the ulAmate goal is livability! How do you 
achieve that, need to make improvements beyond the car!

125. need for safer pedestrian improvements and crossings, possibly pedestrian overcrossings at 
major intersecAons and intersecAons with high number of car/ped incidents; e.g. SE Risley 
Ave.

126. Need light rail south to Oregon City

127. Needs a greenway nearby or protected bike lane

128. Needs bicycle infrastructure - currently a death-trap for cyclists.

129. Needs bike and pedestrian safety improvements.
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130. Needs more sidewalks, put a streetcar in the middle. Bikes are second class ciAzens

131. needs more street lights and flashing cross walk signs

132. News improvements for pedestrains, cyclists and those taking transit

133. Not enough crosswalks in Canemah neighborhood

134. Not possible to experience by foot or bike.

135. Orange line should extend, major bike and parAcularly pedestrian improvements required

136. Pedestrian and bike traffic oOen have to travel long distances to find the next available 
crosswalk at a light to safely cross. More frequently spaced pedestrian and bike crossings 
would be helpful.

137. Please expand transit opAons.

138. Please make public transport, biking, and walking easier!

139. Plenty of space to put a two way bike lane one side or the other.

140. Springwater mostly covers, w trolley trail

141. The neighborhood and retail areas are either unfriendly or dangerous to pedestrians and 
cyclists. Too many parking lots and car dealerships are taking up space that could be used for 
pedestrian ameniAes like trees and sidewalks that are shielded from the fast moving traffic. 
Oak Grove, Jennings Lodge and Gladstone would be much improved by extending light rail to 
Oregon city and reconfiguring McLaughlin to be less of a freeway yet sAll allow for through 
traffic for commuters who can't use the rail line and for local residents to have beder and safer 
access to retail along the boulevard.More pedestrian crossings are needed as well as 
alternaAves for the bike lane along McLaughlin

142. The Orange Line has had the perverse effect of siphoning away transit from our area (near the 
east end of the Sellwood Bridge). It is about two miles to the nearest stop with service outside 
of weekday commute hours. In fact, downtown Portland is less than twice as far as the nearest 
frequent transit... so there's really no point using transit to get to downtown, because it ends 
up taking longer than riding a bike or even walking all the way.

143. The orange line should be extended further south to Oregon City

144. There are parts of this boulevard where the lights are far between and pedestrians have a hard 
Ame crossing. This needs to be addressed.

145. There's a bike lane. It's scary as shit. But holy hell, at least there's a god-damned bike lane.

146. This corridor is hosAle to people traveling by bicycle or on foot-to-transit.

147. This road runs exactly parallel to our new light rail, and oOen blocks or limits access to it. So 
why does the TSP sAll talk about widening 99E? Max is the fast/reliable way to get downtown 
from Milwaukee, not driving your car. 99E is *such* a massive barrier to the neighborhoods it 
bisects. Biking and walking crossings and perilous and few. We should be talking about slowing 
it down so that we can provide more crossings, neighborhood connecAvity and light rail 
access. This is another road Portland needs to take from ODOT, aOer Powell and 82nd.

148. This serves a need as a fast moving N/S corridor, but any improvements to help peds would be 
helpful.

149. Too busy but beder for walking/ biking aOer improvements. Need more crosswalks
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150. too many lanes! We need beder pedestrians and bike infrastructure there. People live here, 
but drive everywhere.

151. Trolley Trail, River Road, and Oanield are good for bikes. SE Concord and McLoughlin needs a 
signalizaAon upgrade to include a turn signal for Concord drivers. Increased traffic of Walmart 
means turning drivers may wait mulAple light cycles at high volume hours. I fully support the 
MAP plan for reduced width of 99E, zoning overlays that prioriAze business development with 
no setbacks from the right of way. MulA-use and mulA-story. Focusing on several "community 
hubs".

152. Walking on McLoughlin Blvd is difficult at best.

153. Wish we'd put the Town Center MAX down the center of this highway all those years ago, or 
could extend the Park MAX staAon line clear to Oregon City. This long, linear area is the perfect 
demographic for mass transit importance.

154. Wished there were sAll express buses to old park and ride at the 224 exchange

155. Would love more mass transit opAons, and consider ‘superblocks’

156. Would love to extend the orange line to Oregon City.

Safety

157. A death sentence for anyone not in a car. Difficult to access the park in Sellwood from the east 
side.

158. Busy, but wide lanes allow safer passage

159. DEATH TRAP. But I have to go to Goodwill so...

160. Decent alternaAve to I-205 at off hours. 2 way center turn lane dangerous. Oanield Rd. a good 
alternaAve, also.

161. Desperate need for more crosswalks. Almost hit pedestrians trying to cross and standing in the 
turn lane.

162. Difficult and dangerous to cross on foot or on a bike. Not enough transit service.

163. Focus on safety for ADA/foot/bike/transit. Increase transit!!

164. Generally safe all around.

165. Get rid of the homeless, bikes and bike lanes

166. Goes well and moves fast but the compeAAon between movers and snails is terrible. No 
shoulder result in terrible accidents. I love the trees but could we add a lane on the other side 
of them for emergency pull off?

167. I am happy with this corridor as even though it is busy the lanes are wide, it feels safe, and 
generally flows reasonably.

168. I live near this boulevard and it needs new signaling at West Arlington/River Rd in 
Gladstone...people are going to die if that doesn't happen soon.

169. I would like to travel by bicycle in this corridor but I do not feel safe doing so.

170. more safety for peds

171. My kids live out along this road. I would hate to cross it as a ped.
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172. Not too bad. Things have improved. Pedestrians sAll cross at dangerous locaAons.

173. Predy smooth. Should be a fence by the park though. I have seen two dogs killed

174. SE 17 and McL is a death trap waiAng to happen. The Aming of lights when Max runs needs 
serious adenAon. Pedestrians constantly run across aOer waiAng 7 minutes for a light change.

175. There's large gaps in sidewalks along this road. Wider sidewalks and protected bike lanes. 
ExisAng bike lanes are too small to ride safely and most people who ride bikes end up using the 
sidewalk. I would like to see extension of the MAX to Oregon City. I think having it travel in the 
middle of road would be best.

176. This is an incredibly unsafe corridor for pedestrians and cyclists. Improvements including 
protected bikeways, signal Aming and speed reducAons are needed.

177. Too car-centric. Long distances between designated crosswalks and lack of comfortable 
sidewalks and bike lanes make this corridor very dangerous for bike/ped.

178. Too many lanes, speed limit is too high, very noisy to live near, bike lanes in southern porAons 
do not seem like they would be safe or pleasant

Speed

179. A person risks their life crossing this street. Traffic goes too fast, too many lanes, poor traffic 
control.

180. again, posted speeds nearly universally ignored

181. Boring, fast thoroughfare.

182. Cars go really fast here. There is one part of this that you have to cross/bike on briefly to 
connect to Sellwood. The N/S greenway has improved to make that safer, but it is sAll predy 
tricky.

183. Cars go too fast and pay too lidle adenAon to pedestrians and cyclists. Need beder transit.

184. Dangerous. Too much traffic, too fast for bikes.

185. driver speed is high. feels unsafe to bike or walk here.

186. Driving here is fine.

187. My favorite street. You can safely go fast.

188. People drive fast on this road. That is fine as long as it is built for that.

189. People drive too fast through here

190. slow speeds, prioritze walking, biking and transit - add crossings, protected bikeway, medians - 
add trees - this could be a great street and honor the people living and working there

191. Speed is too high. Transit access not great.

192. Speed limit too high. Make bike path on side and narrow the lanes to reduce speed.

193. Speeding

194. Speeds are too high and the road is too difficult to cross for pedestrians.

195. The daily commutes are horrendous! Where are the police with the speeders and the 
crowders to get in front!
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196. The motor speedway of the SE metro area.

197. There needs to be speed cameras set up from the police staAon to Holgate exit off McLoughlin 
Southbound.

198. This is too wide and fast. Crossing, even at signalized intersecAons, is dangerous because of 
the long crossing distance, and because corner radii are too large, encouraging fast traffic 
around corners. Narrow the curb-to-curb width, perhaps remove lanes, and prohibit right on 
red.

199. This scares me as people tend to speed while traveling this stretch. I avoid, but at Ames would 
like to be able to visit certain businesses without the added hassle.

200. Too many cars speeding

201. Too wide, encourages speeding

202. travel speed in Milwaukie is way too low

Conges'on and Traffic

203. aOer you go through Milwaukie towards Portland, things start to slow down a lot. wish there 
could be a bypass around the area between river and downtown Milwaukie to the east.

204. awful during rush hour both direcAons

205. Backed up daily

206. Beder than Highway 43, but backs up considerably as you come into Portland in the mornings.

207. Bus opAons are slow and do not encourage transit commuAng

208. Bus service needs to return to Milwaukie-Portland. It is NOT fair to people living south of Park 
Ave to be forced to change from bus to train and back. It has DOUBLED my commute Ame.

209. busy

210. Busy

211. congested most of the Ame

212. CongesAon in areas

213. congesAon is terrible during peak hours

214. CongesAon with poorly Amed lights

215. CongesAon; bike lanes; poor condiAon

216. Crowded

217. flows well most of the day

218. Generally, McLoughlin works very well. Rush hour traffic is geung worse, of course, but it is 
sAll possible to avoid the worst of it by Aming your travel plans -- which not everyone can, I 
realize.

219. Heavy congesAon at different Ames of the day.

220. heavy traffic.

221. High speed, noise, emissions and congesAon make this area inhospitable to pedestrians and 
bicyclists
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222. high traffic

223. I have noAced an increase in traffic on this road, parAcularly southbound as it approaches the 
205 freeway.

224. I hope the Orange Line is alleviaAng congesAon a lidle. I live in SE and work in LO, so without a 
bridge (even a pedestrian bridge) it's useless to me for commuAng, but I did use it and the 
street car to get to a conference at the ConvenAon Center. At 8 am, I got the last parking space 
at the Park & Ride on Tacoma. Hate to suggest expanding a parking lot but...

225. I mostly drive on McLoughlin, and am appalled by the lack of pedestrian crossings, people 
running to the center lane and standing there waiAng for a break in traffic to complete their 
crossing

226. I use as an alternate when traffic is too bad on 43 or I205.

227. I usually drive this on weekends when traffic is fine. Would like for there to be more on and off 
ramps from this highway.

228. Improvements have made a difference. Traffic moves well

229. It's okay. Even when there's traffic, it flows.

230. Just a loaded street - - someAmes I have to come home from NE Portland 4:30-5:30 and it's so 
loaded up, starAng just before the overpass of 99E

231. Late aOernoon slowdowns heading north

232. Lots of auto traffic, needs more robust bus/train opAons

233. Lots of congesAon at very early Ames in the morning - not great!

234. Make auto traffic move faster and smoother

235. Needs to be slower/more pedestrian friendly

236. Nice and wide with well Amed traffic lights

237. Not bad for traffic except trying to get on 205 from north to south, need something fixed with 
turn lanes, please don’t toll we use it to get to school daily and sellwood bridge is way too slow 
to cross it takes twice as long from Milwaukie to lake oswego

239. OOen use this route to avoide heavy traffic elsewhere. Extend light rail to Oregon City (I know 
Clackamas County's previous commissioners were against light rail (current ones are not) , but 
voters have changed also and might be willing to approve.

240. Overly crowded, takes forever.

241. Please make it car friendly.

242. Poor traffic flow, light Aming?

243. Predy much a highway

244. Slow and congested as it gets close to SE Portland

245. Smooth at Ames

246. So much traffic
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247. Some congesAon where it meets 205. Incidents of pedestrian jay walkers suddenly appearing.

248. The busses seem to cause a lot of the congesAon

249. This is a high traffic road. Treat it as such by sequencing the lights, take OUT the stupid calming 
bumped out turning concrete planorms

250. too much auto traffic

251. Too much traffic

252. Traffic

253. Traffic circles

254. Traffic gets backed up at 205 interchange

255. Traffic lights should be eliminated and replaced with roundabouts

256. Traffic on this corridor is painful. The addiAon of the MAX is great, but is sAll slower for 
connecAng to areas downtown north of university area, so I oOen choose to drive instead.

257. Traffic paderns here are awful

258. Way too much congesAon!
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